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• Total Column O3

– needed to monitor UVB change

• Stratospheric Column O3

– needed to monitor stratospheric O3 recovery

PART I



Long-Term Data Sets*

• Total Column O3

– Direct sun (Dobson, Brewer)

– Ozonesondes

– Nadir UV (SBUV, TOMS, OMI)

• Strat Column O3

– Dobson/Brewer + ozonesondes

– Solar Occultation (SAGE, POAM, HALOE)

– Microwave Limb (Aura/MLS)

– Nadir UV (SBUV, OMI)

– Cloud Slicing (TOMS) 

* These are the data we have examined so 

far. 



A series of Backscatter Ultraviolet instruments have been 
measuring ozone since 1970. (The red dashed segments 
indicate periods when instruments are near the terminator 
as a result of orbit drift.)



The data are from Version 8.6. To be released in few months. 



SBUV Dobson Comparison
Arosa Hohenpeissenberg

Ozonesonde data can be useful for resolving 

such differences, since the total O3 sensors 

have different sensitivities to trop O3 and 

the sondes are independently calibrated.

Hohenpeissenberg- Arosa



Lessons Learned (Total O3)

• Quality of Dobson/Brewer data has improved in recent years 
but the data quality degrades when SZA>70˚.
– Double Brewers can do better but the direct sun-measured columns 

are difficult to interpret when the sun is very low.

– Sondes can provide better columns when the sun is low. They are 
indispensible for measuring column O3 in polar night.

• SBUV has produced Internally consistent global dataset of 
total O3 that now spans 41 years.
– The record is expected to continue for at least another decade. (NPP 

& JPSS satellites contain similar instruments.) 

– Monthly ZM anomalies have 1-2 DU accuracy.

– Data quality remains quite good up to 88˚ sza.

– TOMS data are of lesser quality. They have been adjusted to match 
SBUV on average.



Lessons Learned (Strat Column O3)

• Ozonesonde data are needed to estimate changes in strat 

column from the total O3 record.

• Long-term record of strat column has been derived from 

TOMS using cloud slicing. The technique works best in the 

tropics.

• High quality, long-term record of strat column can be derived 

from SAGE data, but the coverage is sparse.

• Aura MLS provides much denser coverage to help understand 

the processes that cause stratospheric change. 

• Changes in strat columns can also be estimated from SBUV 

data. Data are most accurate at large SZAs.  



PART II

Stratospheric O3 profile



Long-term Datasets*

• Umkehr (Dobson)

• Ozonesondes

• Zenith-sky Microwave 

• Solar Occultation (SAGE, POAM, HALOE)

• Nadir UV (SBUV)

• Limb Microwave (MLS) 

* These are the data we have examined so far.   



SBUV/ArosaUmkehr Comparison

Arosa; Nimbus4;Nimbus7; Noaa9; Noaa11;Noaa14; Noaa16; Noaa17;Noaa18

SBUV data are pre-release V8.6.



Local Time Variation of Upper Strat O3 (in Summer)

Mauna Loa Microwave Lauder Microwave

(Figures provided by Alan Parrish & Ian Boyd) 

Payerne (Haefele et al., JGR, 2008)



Effect of Atmospheric Temp on O3 Trends

•SAGE provides number densities 

on altitude scale.

•SBUV provide layer ozone on 

pressure scale.

•Using temp trends from Randel et 

al., most of the trend difference 

between SAGE and SBUV can be 

explained. But temp data have 

large uncertainties.

Figure from McLinden&Fioletov

WMO/IGACO 2011 Workshop 



NOAA 18 SBUV/2 & Aura MLS Anomaly* Comparison 

Anomaly: Month ZM minus monthly average of all years.

42.5 N      3.2 hPa          ~40 km 
Solid line: SBUV

Dashed: MLS

Solid line: SBUV-MLS

Dashed: SBUV- Smoothed_MLS



Anomaly Correlations @ 42.5N

Solid line: using unsmoothed MLS

Dashed line: smoothed MLS

Based on 66 months of V8.6 NOAA 18 SBUV/2 data from 2005-2010

MLS Anomaly sdev

R
<

0
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Lessons Learned (ground-based)

• Dobson Umkehr record is sparse and is affected by 
stratospheric aerosols, but there is not much else ground 
data in upper strat prior to 1990. 

– Brewer Umkehr data still remain unanalyzed.

• Ground-based microwave data show significant LT  
variation of O3 during daytime. 

– Variations are particularly large at 1 hPa and are consistent 
between ground and satellite data.

– Some ground-based instruments see LT variations down to 25 
km. Aura MLS shows ~1% day/night var below 40 km.

• Ozonesondes remain the “gold standard” for monitoring 
lower stratospheric O3.    



Lessons Learned (satellite)

• SAGE has produced sonde-quality data throughout the 
stratosphere but the coverage is sparse. 

– Data are provided in alt vs density scale. Conversion to press 
vs MR introduces large errors in upper strat because of poor 
quality temp record. 

• SBUV has produced the longest global record

– Data are provided as column O3 in ~3.2 km thick layers. 

– Monthly ZM anomalies are well correlated with MLS. 
Correlations increase when MLS data are smoothed to SBUV 
vert resolution.  

– Equator crossing times of several NOAA satellites (9, 11, 14 
& 16) drifted by up to 12 hrs. These data are affected by LT 
variations in O3. 



Lessons Learned (satellite) cont’d

• Aura MLS has produced 6+ years of high quality data 

at vertical resolution of 2-3 km over 12-65 km 

altitude range.

– Day/night global coverage and minimal interference from 

clouds and aerosols make this dataset unique for 

monitoring both stratospheric and upper tropospheric O3. 

– Simultaneous measurements of a number of chemically 

active trace gases provide essential information to 

understand the processes that cause O3 change. 



Recommendations (Ground network)

• Ozonesondes remain essential for O3 monitoring. The 
network needs to be maintained and measurement 
frequency should be enhanced.

– For best science return total column O3 and sonde 
measurements should be colocated. 

• Satellite algorithms should be applied to Brewer ZS data 
to derive column O3 and profiles in high latitudes.

– Fioletov et al., JGR, 2011 have taken a first good step to 
improve ZS tables. But going to large SZA requires profile 
retrieval. This technique could replace Umkehr.

• Ground-based microwave data show great promise but 
their quality needs to be better established.     



Recommendations (Satellite)

• Combination of solar occultation and nadir UV 
instruments constitute a minimum viable satellite 
system for stratospheric O3 monitoring. 

• Limb-viewing instruments are still necessary to 
understand the processes that affect strat change.

• A minimum of 2 years of overlap between satellite 
missions is necessary to create consistent long-term 
record.

• Diurnal variation of O3 in the upper stratosphere 
needs to be better understood to compare 
measurements made at different local times. 


